Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Pinball

**Bodacious Skill Shot**

From the **Plunger**, shoot the **Ramps** to award 250K X **Ball-In-Play**.

**Multiball**

3 **Ball** can be obtained by completing 3 **Turtle Spot Target Banks** and shooting the **Flashing Sewer Entrance**. 4 **Turtles** must be completed for additional **Multiball Rounds**.

**Jackpot Rounds**

The **Jackpot Rounds** start in 3 **Ball Play** when 1 **Ball** is shot into the **Flashing Sewer Entrance**. The **Jackpots** are collected on either **Ramp** or both.

**Single Ball Play**

In **Single Ball Play**, complete all **Turtle Letters** by shooting the **Ramps**. Then shoot the **Ramps** again to collect **Millions**.

**Ten Million**

After collecting both **Million Ramps**, shoot the **Sewer Entrance** to collect **10 Million**.
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Pinball (RECREATION)

**Bodacious Skill Shot**
- From the Plunger, shoot the Ramps to award 250K X Ball-In-Play.

**Multiball**
- 3 Ball can be obtained by completing 3 Turtle Spot Target Banks and shooting the Flashing Sewer Entrance. 4 Turtles must be completed for additional Multiball Rounds.

**Twin Jackpot**
- The Jackpot Rounds start in 3 Ball Play when 1 Ball is shot into the Flashing Sewer Entrance. The Jackpots are collected on either Ramp or both.

**Twin Million**
- In Single Ball Play, complete all Turtle Letters by shooting the Ramps. Then shoot the Ramps again to collect Millions.

**Ten Million**
- After collecting both Million Ramps, shoot the Sewer Entrance to collect 10 Million.

**Cutting Instructions:** Trim side edges to leave 5-7/16" Wide Card (5.44") from center line. Trim top edges to leave 2-15/16" Height Card (2.94") from equator line.